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Finland's universal basic income trial for
unemployed reduces stress levels, says official
The pilot scheme is KPFKTGEVN[DGPGHKVKPI RGQRNG UOGPVCN JGCNVJ  says
Marjukka Turunen of Finland's social insurance agency
Two thousand people receive 560 euros every month as part of the trial - Getty

Citizens receiving a basic monthly income as part of a radical
Finnish pilot scheme have seen a reduction in their stress
levels, an official leading the trial has said.
The first of its kind in Europe, the scheme sees 2,000 people
receive 560 euros (£473) every month for two years. Recipients do
not have to report whether they are seeking employment or how
they are spending the money, which is deducted from any benefits
they are already receiving.
Marjukka Turunen, head of -'.#, the legal unit at Finland's social insurance agency, said as well as
cutting bureaucracy, reducing costs and tackling poverty, the scheme was having an indirectly
positive effect on people's mental health.

ň6JGTGYCUVJKUQPGYQOCPYJQUCKF Ņ+YCUCHTCKFGXGT[ VKOG VJGRJQPG YQWNF TKPIVJCV
WPGORNQ[OGPV UGTXKEGU CTG ECNNKPI VQ QHHGT OG C LQDņŉ /U 6WTWPGP VQNF 75DCUGF
DTQCFECUVGT-GTC0GYU
The woman was not able to work because she was caring for elderly parents.
She added:

ň6JKUGZRGTKOGPVTGCNN[JCUCPKPFKTGEVKORCEVCNUQQPVJGUVTGUUNGXGNU=QHRGQRNG?CPFVJG
OGPVCNJGCNVJCPFUQQPŉ
Under the pilot, if a participant finds work, they will continued to receive the stipend, easing claimants'
fears they will lose out by finding employment.
The problem of refusing work because people feel better off on benefits is particularly acute under
Finland's generous and complex social security system.
The trial is part of measures introduced by the centre-right government to tackle Finland's
unemployment problem.
More than eight per cent, or around 213,000 Finns were out of work in November, a figure
unchanged from the previous year.
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The average private sector income in Finland is 3,500 euro (£2,958) per month, according to
government data.
In April, it was announced that Canada's largest province, Ontario, was trialling a similar universal
basic income scheme.
Ontario Premier Kathleen Wynne said the scheme was needed to address ňPGYEJCNNGPIGUŉ presented
by the modern world.
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